
 Britain in Bloom: Bray Conservation Area:  August 2013 
 

 
 
 
 
General 
July brought the heat and sun after such a cool and wet spring. As August looms we have some respite 
to the heat and a welcome rest from watering!  
Keep up the weeding, and continue to be vigilant against the slugs & snails. Aphids can be a nuisance 
at this time of year on many plants.  

Vegetables & Fruit 

It is still possible to make late sowings of salad crops such as chinese cabbage, hardy winter lettuce, 
radish. And you can try spring cabbage, kohl rabi, hardy spring onions, winter spinach & turnip. 
Savoy cabbage, cauliflower & kale should be planted out now. Be sure to protect the young plants 
from birds & slugs. Keep a watchful eye on your Brassicas for butterfly eggs & caterpillars. These often 
lurk on the underside of the leaves.   
Potatoes:  Be vigilant re blight! 
Tomatoes: succumb to the same fungal blight as potatoes, so if grown outside and it is hot and humid, 
blight hits your tomatoes! Copper sulphate may be used as a preventative spray, but once blight takes 
hold it usually destroys the plant & fruit in a matter of days.    
Courgettes, cucumbers & beans: pick whilst they are young. And pick regularly to promote more 
produce. Give away surplus vegetables if necessary, to ensure a steady supply. And swap chutney and 
relish recipe ideas with friends. The plants will concentrate their efforts on seed production at the 
expense of making more tasty produce if you give them half a chance!   
Summer raspberries. Cut the canes right down at the base on all stems which fruited this year. Thin & 
tie in new canes.  
Strawberries: There is still time to make new plants from the runners on your strawberries.   
Green Manure: After harvesting a crop like potatoes it is good horticultural practice to sow a quick 
growing crop like mustard. You don’t harvest this, but incorporate the whole plant into the ground 
before it flowers. The green matter helps improve soil fertility & structure. 

Flowers & shrubs 

Summer bedding: Keep dead heading . And also dead head perennials & roses.  
Lavender: trim after flowering but do NOT cut last year’s growth. 
Rambling and shrub roses: Prune! Cut off only the old stems which bore flowers this year.   
Wisteria: Cut back now if not done so in July. 
Hanging baskets & tubs: keep feeding & deadheading for long lasting displays!    
  

Wildlife gardening. 

Bird baths: Keep well filled if the hot weather returns. Birds need water like we do!  
Seeds: collect seed heads of wild flowers such as poppies and foxgloves for sowing next year. 
 

HAPPY GARDENING from Bray Enhancement Committee. 

 

Bloom News  

Bloom judging:  The village looked fantastic when the RHS judges visited Bray 
village on 22nd July. Everyone made a superb effort.  Hopefully all went well, but 
we won’t know the results until 18th September. Fingers crossed! 
Garden competition: This has been judged and winners announced. The 
standards were as high as ever. We were especially impressed with the ingenuity 
of residents to include “edible gardening” in their displays. 
Potato competition: This will take place on August 13th and those who have 
entered will have received details of the judging process.  


